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Abstract: Neural machine translation systems have revolutionized translation processes in terms
of quantity and speed in recent years, and they have even been claimed to achieve human parity.
However, the quality of their output has also raised serious doubts and concerns, such as loss in
lexical variation, evidence of “machine translationese”, and its effect on post-editing, which results in
“post-editese”. In this study, we analyze the outputs of three English to Slovenian machine translation
systems in terms of lexical diversity in three different genres. Using both quantitative and qualitative
methods, we analyze one statistical and two neural systems, and we compare them to a human
reference translation. Our quantitative analyses based on lexical diversity metrics show diverging
results; however, translation systems, particularly neural ones, mostly exhibit larger lexical diversity
than their human counterparts. Nevertheless, a qualitative method shows that these quantitative
results are not always a reliable tool to assess true lexical diversity and that a lot of lexical “creativity”,
especially by neural translation systems, is often unreliable, inconsistent, and misguided.

Keywords: machine translation; neural translation systems; lexical diversity; type-token ratio;
measure of textual lexical diversity

1. Introduction

In the past couple of years, an abundance of automatic systems for translation have
emerged, a lot of them available to the general public. The older phrase-based systems
have given way to newer, “cleverer” neural machine translation systems that have been
considered state-of-the-art for some years. These general translation systems offer transla-
tion on-the-go and can supposedly handle a wide range of texts and genres, purportedly
excelling at newer contexts and unseen data (out of vocabulary words). Not only are they
considered faster and better, for some well-resourced languages, they have already been
claimed to achieve human parity [1]).

Machine translations have been frequently evaluated on the basis of automatic quality
and error-measuring metrics, such as BLEU [2] or METEOR [3], as well as various human
evaluation methods. Studies have shown these do not always correlate [4,5], which shows
that excelling at automatic metrics is not always the best indicator of quality. Furthermore,
researchers have also raised serious concerns about machine translation (MT), such as loss
of lexical variation in the target text [6–8], warning of a potential lexical impoverishment
of the target language [9] and the dangers of language learners developing a “warped
exposure” to that language through neural machine translation (NMT) [8].

1.1. Related Work

Akin to human translations that have been studied in terms of their specific “trans-
lationese” that manifests in recurring tendencies in the language of translation (dubbed
by some as “universals” [10]), machine translations are being investigated for “machine
translationese”, primarily on the basis of quantitative measures. In studies of both human
and machine translations, researchers try to (dis)prove the existence of tendencies such as
simplification, explicitation, and inference.
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Toral [11] studied lexical density and diversity and found that post-edited machine
translations, compared to human translations, were more simplified, normalized, and
exhibited more “shining-through” from the original text. Machine translations, in general,
exhibited a lower lexical density than human translations, while the neural systems’ trans-
lations had lower lexical density than those produced by statistical systems. On the subject
of lexical variety (measured by type–token ratio), he finds that human translations are,
consistently, lexically the richest, followed by statistical and neural translations. Castilho,
Resende, and Mitkov [12] obtain different results with regard to the observed genre. While
machine translations of news exhibit slightly higher lexical density and lexical richness
compared to human translations (HT), machine translations of literary texts have a slightly
lower lexical density than HT but a similar lexical richness ratio.

The specific topic of lexical richness is addressed by Vanmassenhove, Shterionov, and
Way [6] who study the output of 12 different machine translation systems with original and
back-translated data. They observe the effect of loss of lexical richness, the increase in fre-
quency of more frequent words, and the decrease in frequency of less frequent words. They
also compare phrase-based to neural systems, where the former exhibit higher lexical vari-
ety than neural systems. They hypothesize that the even greater loss in linguistic variation
of neural translations is due to their larger susceptibility to (over)generalization, always
choosing only the most probable solutions and ignoring other rarer words [6] (p. 224).
In another experiment specifically studying algorithmic bias in training machine trans-
lation systems, Vanmassenhove, Way and Gwilliam [7] compare training data (human
translations) and the output of machine translation systems trained on the same dataset
using different architectures (phrase-based statistical system, neural long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) network, and neural transfomers). They find that machine translations by
phrase-based systems are the least diverse. However, contrary to the study of [6], the neural
systems include the byte-pair encoding functionality (BPE), which enables them to translate
rare or unseen words by segmenting them into smaller parts. As a result of this, the neural
transformer models now consistently showed higher lexical diversity than neural LSTM
and phrase-based statistical models. They also note that on average, the diversity metrics
correlate with translation quality metrics [7] (p. 2212). Their findings on lexical diversity
are confirmed by de Clercq et al. [13] for the English–French pair on news texts. Their study
expanded the investigation to 22 specific linguistic features (including TTR, hapax legomena,
frequency of word classes, and counts of n-grams), which were compared between various
translation systems as well as to an original (non-translated) French language corpus.
Other studies, such as the one by Čulo and Nitzke [14], address terminology variation
and cognates in human, machine, and post-edited translations. Their study shows that
MT translations offer multiple solutions less often, but when they do, they exhibit much
stronger variation, which is an effect also carried over to post-edited texts. Compared to
HT, MT was also shown to much more frequently propose cognates as translation solutions,
meaning choosing an orthographically similar word over an orthographically different but
more appropriate translation solution for the target language.

1.2. Motivations

Studies for a range of languages have claimed that machine translations exhibit some
recurring trends, hinting at translation universals, such as loss of lexical density and
lexical variation—with other studies showing quite the contrary. It seems then that these
“universals of (machine) translation” are not that universal but largely depend on the text
genre, language combination, and translation direction, as well as other factors, such as
the specific architectures of machine translation systems involved. While many studies
report on other language combinations involving neural machine translation (as well as
their comparisons to older statistical translation systems), less resourced languages such as
Slovenian are still a relatively poorly investigated territory. For Slovenian, a comparison
between neural (NMT) and statistical machine translation (SMT) in terms of automatic
quality estimation was made by Arčan [15] and Donaj and Sepesy Maučec [16], and by
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Vintar [17], who complemented the study with an analysis of terminology translation.
Focusing on karst terminology, she finds improvements in translation accuracy of NMT
over SMT for the English–Slovenian direction but no significant difference in the reverse
direction. While the most common mistakes in SMT are non-translated words and wrong
translations due to unsuccessful disambiguation, NMT more frequently produces “strange”,
made-up translations and shows a great amount of inconsistency.

In line with previous studies, one of the first questions we pose is whether machine
translations differ from human translations on a general, quantitatively measurable level,
and in what way. Moreover, questions arise as to what neural systems in particular bring
to the table compared to their older statistical counterparts. Are they really more similar
to human translations, and do they exhibit more “creativity” in terms of lexical variation?
Do they really better adjust their solutions to the context than phrase-based statistical
models? In this study, we focus on translations from English to Slovenian and choose to
look specifically at lexical diversity in human vs. various machine translations. A lower
lexical diversity in MT would indicate a less varied and “creative” output with a smaller set
of translation equivalents than that proposed by a human translator. Based on the majority
of previous studies [4,6,11], we hypothesize that machine translations exhibit lower lexical
diversity than human translations but that neural machine translations have a higher
lexical diversity than statistical machine translations. Given that previous studies achieved
inconsistent results with regard to genre and the type of MT engine used, we explore these
parameters in our study by including three different genres (a literary novel, a technical
manual, and a cookbook) as well as two neural and one statistical translation system.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data and Tools

First, we select four texts in English with existing human translations in Slovenian.
To be able to carry out a fairly reliable quantitative study of lexical diversity, we choose
three different genres and lengthier texts comprised of at least 50,000 words. Our corpus is
comprised of an information technology (IT) subcorpus consisting of a printer instruction
manual [18,19] and a printer user guide [20,21], a culinary subcorpus (CUL) consisting
of a book of recipes [22,23], and a literary subcorpus (LIT) consisting of a popular fiction
novel [24,25]. The size of the subcorpora is detailed in Table 1. The first two texts are freely
available on the internet (accessed in March 2020), while the last two were obtained with
special permission from the publishers and were compiled as a .tmx aligned corpus in the
context of a student project aimed at training translation systems in 2019.

Table 1. Text categories and sizes.

English Original Slovenian Translation
Domain Title Words Title Words

Information
technology (IT)

LASERJET PRO
300 COLOR MFP
/ LASERJET PRO
400 COLOR MFP
User Guide and
Installation Guide

50,146 LASERJET PRO 300
COLOR MFP / LASER-
JET PRO 400 COLOR
MFP Uporabniški
priročnik and Priročnik
za namestitev

45,206

Culinary Arts (CUL) The Cooking Book 127,853 Dobra kuha 107,373

Literature (LIT) Practice Makes
Perfect

76,951 Osem let skomin 72,604

Then, each of the original English texts was separately translated by three different
machine translation systems: the statistical Google Translate (GSMT), the neural Google
Translate (GNMT), and the neural Microsoft Translator (MNMT). The translations were
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obtained through Google API (https://translation.googleapis.com/language/translate/v3,
accessed on 15 March 2020) and the built-in Microsoft Office Word Translator (https://www.
microsoft.com/en-us/translator/business/office/, accessed on 15 March 2020).

For further analyses, each of the original source texts was separately aligned with
each of its translations and exported into the translation memory exchange format .tmx,
after which we uploaded them to the corpus management platform SketchEngine (www.
sketchengine.eu, accessed on 15 June 2020) [26]. The platform was also used to gather
information for all further analyses, including lemmatization, part-of-speech-tagging,
frequency counting, and concordance search.

2.2. Analyzing Lexical Diversity

We compute lexical diversity for each of the subcorpora to corroborate the findings
by previous studies, namely that lexical diversity is lower in machine translations versus
human translations and that translations by neural systems have lower lexical diversity
than phrase-based systems [6,11]. Lexical diversity or variety can be computed by various
methods, such as voc-D, HD-D, MTLD, TTR, Maas, and others. For a global diversity of the
vocabulary, we use the automatic metrics TTR (type–token ratio) and MTLD (measure of
textual lexical diversity), which was first proposed by McCarthy [27] and later deemed one
of the best measures of lexical diversity [28,29]. TTR is measured as a simple overall ratio
between tokens and types, where types are orthographically unique words and tokens
represent the total number of words. However, this ratio is very sensitive to text length
because very common and function words are bound to repeat, which is why shorter
texts tend to have a higher TTR and longer texts tend to have a lower TTR (we use the
non-standardized version of TTR. The standardized (sTTR) has been proposed to tackle
the sensitivity to length by calculating the TTR for every n-running words and averaging
the ratios for a final result). The second metric, MTLD, tries to account for and avoid the
influence of text length. The calculation of MTLD is a sequential analysis of text chunks
in both directions, the result of which tells us the average length of text that maintains a
predefined TTR threshold. TTR was computed on the basis of SketchEngine data, while
MTLD was computed using the lexical-diversity Python module [30]. We compute lexical
diversity only for Slovenian translations as the lexical diversity is not directly comparable
between English and Slovenian in view of the extremely inflectional nature of Slovenian.

However, apart from the quantitative analysis using automatic metrics, we also
conduct a quantitative analysis of selected keywords and multi-word expressions. We select
10 keywords and 15 multi-word expressions using the SketchEngine “Extract Keywords
and Terms” tool. We limit the extraction to only include words that appear at least 5 times
and differentiate between lemposes, e.g., lemmas coupled with their part-of-speech (POS)
tag, and exclude proper names and numerals. In the analysis, we look at each keyword and
multi-word expression and their translation equivalents, proposed by various translation
systems, and analyze their diversity. We look at concordances for each of the keywords
and identify their translation equivalent(s) in each of the translations. The expressions are
grouped by their lemmatized form in case of keywords and by their canonical form in case
of multi-word expressions, meaning we do not consider their (erroneous) declensions.

In the third step of lexical diversity analysis, we also compare the output of different
translation systems and measure the agreement between machine translation systems and
human translator. Each translation equivalent proposed by machine translation systems
is marked as “corresponding” or “not corresponding”, according to whether this same
translation equivalent is also proposed by the referential translation. This way, we capture
the extent of diversity that is in agreement with the human translation and measure to what
extent the machine translation systems diverge from the proposed (appropriate) solutions.
Finally, we also inspect the most variable translation case among the selected keywords and
multi-word expressions per translation system and investigate the nature of the proposed
solutions and the reasoning behind them.

https://translation.googleapis.com/language/translate/v3
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/translator/business/office/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/translator/business/office/
www.sketchengine.eu
www.sketchengine.eu
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3. Results

In this section, we present the results of our quantitative and qualitative analyses
of lexical diversity. We first present results obtained from the automatic metrics TTR
and MTLD, which is followed by a quantitative analysis of keyword and multi-word
translations. In the last part of the section, we also qualitatively analyze each translation
system on the basis of its most variable translation case.

3.1. TTR

The results for the measure of lexical variety using TTR in Table 2 show translations
produced by automatic systems have a higher lexical variety than their human counterparts
in seven out of nine cases. Google’s neural machine translation system has the highest
lexical variety in all three settings. However, TTR measures for lowest diversity differ
according to each specific genre: for IT texts, the human translation has the lowest diversity,
for culinary texts, Microsoft’s neural translations have the lowest, and for literary texts,
Google’s phrase-based translation seems lexically poorest.

Table 2. Lexical diversity measured with TTR of human (HT), Google’s neural (GNMT), Google’s
statistical (GSMT) and Microsoft’s neural (MNMT) translations.

Corpus HT GNMT GSMT MNMT

IT 13.07% 13.54% 13.50% 13.40%
CUL 7.76% 9.58% 8.50% 7.57%
LIT 15.41% 16.59% 14.94% 16.06%

3.2. MTLD

MTLD or “measure of textual lexical diversity” tells us the average length of text that
maintains a predefined TTR threshold. The results, shown in Table 3, differ from the lexical
diversity analysis with TTR. Here, GSMT actually exhibits the highest lexical diversity
in two out of three cases. The greatest difference from the previous metric is that GSMT
exhibits the greatest lexical diversity in literary texts, while according to TTR, it has the
lowest. However, human translations again appear to have the lowest lexical diversity in
all but one case (in culinary texts, MNMT has the lowest MTLD).

Table 3. Lexical diversity measured with MTLD.

Corpus HT GNMT GSMT MNMT

IT 84.53 86.74 91.66 86.46
CUL 164.22 196.80 187.58 162.93
LIT 148.38 158.66 177.53 175.94

Both the analysis of TTR and MTLD seem to contradict the previous studies saying
that lexical variety is lower in machine translations than human translations. On the other
hand, comparing phrase-based to neural translation systems is not as clear cut, as these
two metrics offer opposite findings. While TTR shows the highest diversity for one of the
neural translation systems in all three cases, MTLD puts the statistical translation system in
first place in two out of three cases. A closer examination of lexical diversity is addressed
in the next subsection, where we analyze the translation equivalents for selected keywords
and multi-word expressions.

3.3. Diversity of Translations of Keywords and Multi-Word Expressions

To further assess the diversity of translations, we select 10 keywords and 15 multi-
word expressions for each of the original texts. As described in the Methods section, we
use the built-in SketchEngine tool and limit the search to expressions that appear at least
five times. The selected expressions are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Keywords and multi-word expressions.

Corpus Keywords Multi-Word expressions

IT fax, cartridge, touch, print
(NOUN), setup, tray, button,
print (VERB), menu, printer

print cartridge, control panel, setup menu, setup
button, ok button, document feeder, printer driver,
software program, fax number, fax button, scanner
glass, wireless network, phone line, print quality,
recommended action

CUL tbsp, stir, pan, pepper,
saucepan, boil, chop, simmer,
tsp

frying pan, olive oil, baking tray, cling film,
lemon juice, medium heat, low heat, food processor,
kitchen paper, large saucepan, black pepper, cold
water, greaseproof paper, large bowl, wire rack

LIT deposition, gesture, glance,
nod, grin, desk, peer, briefcase,
courtroom, sigh

making partner, general counsel, voice mail, front
door, partnership decision, spare suit, litigation
group, opening statement, cocktail hour, class ac-
tion, suit jacket, law school, coffee shop, partner-
ship spot, deposition transcript

First, we looked at the number of translation proposed solutions in human versus
machine translations. The results are shown in Figure 1; keywords are listed in descending
order of diversity in human translation (highest number of human translation equivalents
first). In the IT corpus, there are no larger deviations from the human variety of translation
equivalents; the machine translations generally stay below the HT threshold. In the culinary
corpus, GNMT substantially surpasses the number of human translation equivalents in
two cases; in one case, the same thing can be observed for GSMT. In literary translations,
the largest deviations are seen for keywords 6 and 7, where both neural translation systems
propose a much larger number of translation equivalents than the human- and GSMT-
translated texts.

Figure 1. Visual comparison of diversity in translation of keywords: (a) Information technology (IT)
text, (b) Culinary (CUL) text, (c) Literary (LIT) text.

We apply the same procedure for multi-word expressions, the results of which are
depicted in Figure 2. In the IT corpus, the number of translation solutions is larger than
the number of human-proposed solutions in multiple cases. The largest deviations are by
GSMT, but both neural systems also surpass the number of reference translation equivalents
for some multi-word expressions. In translations of recipes, the diversity of especially
neural translations is visibly higher. While neural translators sometimes propose more than
four times the number of human solutions, Google’s phrase-based system mostly stays
below the human referential threshold. In the literary translations, all machine translations
generally propose an equal or smaller number of solutions. The only evident exception is
for multi-word 15, where the referential translation only proposes one solution compared
to three by GSMT, six by GNMT, and eight by MNMT.

The lexical diversity in translations of individual genres seems to follow the results
of MTLD: the IT corpus is the least variable, followed by literary texts, while the corpus
of recipes shows the most diversity. This diversity is mirrored also in the number of
translation equivalents and the extent of deviation, visualized in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Visual comparison of diversity in translation of multi-word expressions: (a) Information
technology (IT) text, (b) Culinary (CUL) text, (c) Literary (LIT) text.

Figure 3. Standard deviations of the number of proposed translation solutions per expression for
10 keyword (left) and 15 multi-word expressions (right), in ascending order by subcorpus.

3.4. Agreement of Machine and Human Translations

In order to further assess the diversity of machine translations, we compare the
proposed solutions for keywords and multi-word expressions to the solutions proposed in
the human reference translation. For example, the human translation of the literary text
offers six translation equivalents for the verb nod in 66 different instances: prikimati, kimati,
pokimati, prikimavati, pomigniti z glavo, pozdraviti. Microsoft’s neural translation system
proposes pokimati, prikimati in 53 instances that agree with the reference translation but also
premikajoče, prikimanje in three instances. Hence, the agreement for this example would be
94.5%. We compute the agreement for each of the keywords and each of the multi-word
expressions for all three subcorpora and all three machine translations.

Figures 4 and 5 show the agreement percentages for all keyword and multi-word
translations on a scale from 0% (no translation solutions match HT solutions) to 100%
(all translation solutions match HT solutions), with their mean value at the X marker.
The highest overall agreement was achieved for the translations of the printer manual.
Agreements for the translations of keywords in culinary and literary texts, on the other
hand, are very diffuse and range from 100% to even 0% in some cases.

Not surprisingly, multi-word expressions are, due to their complex, composite nature,
even more divergent from the human translation. Here, again, the different machine trans-
lations reach the highest agreement in translating IT texts; however, even in this translation
corpus, we observe much lower agreement with the human reference translation.

The mean agreement ratios are listed in Table 5. On average, the highest number of
translation equivalents corresponding to the human reference translation for one-word
expressions was proposed by the neural systems, GNMT and MNMT. The opposite trend
can be seen for multi-word expressions, where GSMT reaches the highest agreement in all
three corpora. Moreover, all machine translation systems were the most “successful” in
translating IT texts, less in cooking recipes, and the least in the literary novel.
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Figure 4. Agreement of translation systems to human translations of keywords: (a) IT corpus,
(b) Culinary corpus, (c) Literary corpus.

Figure 5. Agreement of translation systems to human translations of multi-word expressions: (a) IT
corpus, (b) Culinary corpus, (c) Literary corpus.

Table 5. Mean agreement with human reference translation for proposed translation equivalents for
keywords (KW) and multi-word expressions (MWE).

Corpus Translation Unit GNMT GSMT MNMT

IT KW 97.9% 97.3% 98.6%
CUL KW 78.5% 69.4% 65.1%
LIT KW 75.7% 73.9% 62.4%

IT MWE 78.1% 87.7% 82.2%
CUL MWE 40.0% 59.2% 38.5%
LIT MWE 27.6% 29.8% 27.5%

3.5. A Closer Look at Translation Diversity

To perform a more reliable analysis of lexical diversity and to check the interpretability
of quantitative methods, we perform a partial qualitative analysis as an additional step.
In this section, we look at the most variable translation case per machine translation
system to observe whether any peculiarities emerge. For each system, we choose a single-
and multi-word expression where the system diverged the most from the number of
HT-proposed solutions, i.e., proposed the largest number of translations.

3.5.1. Google’s Phrase-Based Statistical Model

The statistical system showed the most abounding diversity, compared to HT, in the
case of translating the verb chop in the corpus of cooking recipes (Table 6). The referential
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HT offers six different solutions, while the automatic system offers twelve, five of which
match in 92.88% of total occurrences.

Table 6. Translation equivalents proposed for the verb chop in the CUL corpus.

HT Occurrences GSMT Occurrences

sesekljan 322 sesekljan 310
sesekljati 44 sesekljati 31
ELLIPSIS 16 narezan 17
narezati 6 nasekljan 17
narezan 4 narezati 6
nastrgan 1 rezan 3

chop 3
nasekljati 2
sekljanje 1
zrezan 1
ELLIPSIS 1
sekanje 1

Among the unmatched solutions proposed by GSMT, we can argue that some of them
are still appropriate even if not identical to the referential translation. Moreover, except for
two cases (the solutions chop, sekanje), the proposed translation equivalents are semantically
similar. The three instances of chop are considered non-translations, and the one instance of
sekanje’woodchopping’ does not suit a culinary context.

Among multi-word expressions, the GSMT deviates the most in translating the phrase
control panel (Table 7). Here, the HT only offers one possible solution, while the automatic
system proposes four more. These are very isolated cases, as otherwise, the translations
agree in 97.14% of cases. In these four non-matching cases, the translation system seems
not to have identified the compositional nature of the phrase, as it translated each word
separately, which is observed in non–agreement of grammatical cases and the distance
(other inserted words) between the two units marked by [...].

Table 7. Translation equivalents proposed for the multi-word expression control panel in the IT corpus.

HT Occurrences GSMT Occurrences

nadzorna plošča 140 nadzorna plošča 136
nadzorni 1
nadzoren [. . . ] plošče 1
plošča [. . . ] nadzorni 1
plošča [. . . ] kontrole 1

3.5.2. Google’s Neural Model

Translations by GNMT are the most plentiful for the keyword deposition in the literary
novel (Table 8). The HT offers five translation equivalents, while the neural system offers
as many as 14. Three of those (izjava,(odložiti) izjavo and translation by ellipsis) match the
referential solutions, but this accounts only for 13.64% of all occurrences. All the other
options proposed by GNMT completely miss the legal context. For instance, its highly
preferred solution odlaganje signifies either a ’delay, postponement of something’ or a
’physical deposit of material’. The translation equivalent privednik, on the other hand, is
not an existing Slovenian word, and its selection can only be explained through GNMT’s
handling of subword units.
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Table 8. Translation equivalents proposed for the keyword deposition in the LIT corpus.

HT Occurrences GNMT Occurrences

zaslišanje 37 odlaganje 23
izjave prič 2 depozit 5
izjave 2 izjava 3
izjave na zapisnik 2 ELLIPSIS 2
ELLIPSIS 1 naloga 2

“privednik” 1
deponiranje 1
odpust 1
odstopil 1
odložiti 1
nanos 1
dejanje 1
izjava (odložiti izjavo) 1
odlog 1

In Table 9, we can observe an extraordinary number of proposed translation equiva-
lents for the phrase food processor. While the HT only uses two equivalents, the translation
by the neural model proposes 14 different options. The preferred solution kuhalnik hrane
’food cooker’ is not a reasonable solution, but the even more concerning ones are hranilnik,
paradižnik, and pralni stroj. The first one, hranilnik, can mean either ’storage tank’ or ’coin
container, piggy bank’ in Slovenian, but it was most likely proposed only as a derivative of
the root hrana, translation for ’food’: “food–er”. The second, paradižnik, is Slovenian for
’tomato’, for which we find that it was a translation solution for one of the other words in
the sentence that the neural system repeated and with it overrode the translation for ’food
processor’. For the third solution, pralni stroj, meaning ’washing machine’ in Slovenian, we
cannot find a sensible explanation, as the original sentence provided more than enough
culinary context.

Table 9. Translation equivalents proposed for the multi-word expression food processor in the CUL corpus.

HT Occurrences GNMT Occurrences

multipraktik 102 kuhalnik hrane 52
strojček 3 predelovalec hrane 21

obdelovalec hrane 7
kuhalnik 5
hranilnik 5
predelava hrane 3
živilski procesor 2
posodo za kuhanje hrane 2
predelovalnik hrane 2
procesor za hrano 2
živilski predelovalec 1
paradižnik 1
pralni stroj 1
predelava za hrano 1

3.5.3. Microsoft’s Neural Model

Microsoft’s translation system shows a remarkably varied set of solutions, listed
in Table 10. For the verb grin, translated with five different equivalents by the human
translator, MNMT proposes 14 different solutions, only one of which agrees with HT.
Moreover, albeit we might argue that two of those (režati se, nasmejati se) could be considered
viable solutions, others only demonstrate various errors and missteps of the neural system.
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The preferred solution, zbrusiti se with 13 occurrences, as well as zmelje in one occurrence,
can be explained by the neural system mistaking ’grin’ for ’grind’ (brusiti, mleti). Other
solutions such as zgriniti se, zgrniti se can be explained by their orthographical similarity and
the neural system’s only graphical adaptation of the word to Slovenian. Other interesting
“solutions” are zasiti se, Cerenje, zasoviti se. For the first one, it seems as if the neural model
only made a subwords guess with the prefix ’za–’ indicating a finite, noncontinuous action,
and a regular Slovenian verbal suffix ’–(s)iti’. The second, Cerenje, could be a reasonable
enough translation of the keyword for the Croatian language; however, it is surprising
that the word is capitalized. For the third word, we can only speculate that the model
“interpreted” ’grin’ as ’scowl’, as this would mean that it dissected the original word into
subwords and combined them, namely by joining the indicator with a perfective aspect (sc–
> za–), the root (owl > sov(a)), and the verbal suffix (–il/–iti).

Table 10. Translation equivalents proposed for the keyword grin in the LIT corpus.

HT Occurrences GNMT Occurrences

nasmehniti se 20 zbrusiti se 13
zarežati se 8 “zasiti” se 7
zasmejati se 7 “zgriniti” se 3
smehljati se 2 režati (se) 2
sam pri sebi se smehljati 1 nasmehniti (se) 2

grinned 2
grinning 2
nasmejati (se) 1
“Cerenje” 1
zasmećen 1
ELLIPSIS 1
“zasoviti” se 1
“zmelje” 1
zgrniti se 1

Among multi-word expressions, MNMT diverges from the HT the most in translating
the phrase class action (Table 11). The HT only offers a conventional terminological variant
skupinska tožba, while the automatic translation proposes eight different solutions. Apart
from the plenitude of translation solutions, we observe that the neural system usually
produced these translations because it did not recognize the two words as a phrase but
translated word-by-word, except in one isolated case. Even though we are in the area of
literary discourse, consistency, i.e., a lack of diversity, in translating this terminological
expression would be a much more welcome feature.

Table 11. Translation equivalents proposed for the multi-word expression class action in the LIT corpus.

HT Occurrences MNMT Occurrences

skupinska tožba 8 razredom ukrepanje 1
razred dejanje 1
skupinska tožba 1
dejavnosti 1
razred akcijske 1
ukrep () razred 1
razreda ukrep 1
akcijski 1
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4. Discussion

Our findings from experiments on lexical diversity have shown differing, even contra-
dicting results. The automatic TTR metric presents evidence that (a) machine translations
are predominantly lexically more diverse than human translations, and (b) translations
by GNMT are the most diverse. MTLD presents evidence of the following: (a) Machine
translations are, again, predominantly more lexically diverse than human translations;
(b) Contrary to the TTR metric, translations by GSMT are the most diverse in two out of
three cases; (c) In the CUL subcorpus, the neural systems take opposite ends (GNMT is the
most diverse, and MNMT is the least).

On the one hand, these two metrics show that human translations are, in the majority
of cases, lexically the poorest. On the other hand, they cannot yield conclusive results for
one machine translation architecture compared to the other. We observe that the results
depend on the text type and/or domain, the chosen metric as well as the individual
machine translation system.

The general trends found by MTLD are transposed into the keyword and multi-word
translation diversity. The highest agreement with the reference translation and the lowest
diversity of proposed solutions was observed for the IT corpus, while the translations
exhibited the highest level of “creativity” in translating cooking recipes. However, the quan-
titative analysis did not show a consistent, universal trend. In some cases, the human
translation is the least diverse, while in others, the human translation proposes the largest
number of different solutions. However, we did observe the phenomenon detected by
Čulo and Nitzke [14], that when neural translations exhibit variation, this variation is
particularly pronounced. As demonstrated in our more detailed qualitative analysis, GSMT
shows the most lexical diversity in translating the word ’fry’ with 12 proposed solutions,
GNMT proposes 14 solutions for ’deposition’, and MNMT offers 14 for ’grin’. Both neural
systems seem to exhibit more “creative” solutions; however, while GSMT’s translations
agree with the human reference translation in 92% of cases, neural systems only achieve an
agreement of 13.64% and 5.26% for the observed keyword translations. Moreover, most of
the additional solutions proposed by GSMT that do not agree with the human reference
translation might be deemed appropriate. On the contrary, GNMT and MNMT may offer a
larger number of inventive solutions, but these seem to be mostly based on morphological
and subword combinations and adaptations, which prove unintelligible and misguided.
This is even more pronounced in the multi-word translations. While it is true that GSMT
does not offer an abundance of translations, at least it seems consistent. The three cases
where the machine translation system opted for a different solution were most probably
due to the fact that the system did not succeed in recognizing the phrase as a whole but
tried to translate word by word. However, the neural systems can translate a known phrase,
i.e., a recognized collocation such as food processor, in several different ways, which has great
implications especially for post-editing. While we could argue that lexical richness is an
admirable characteristic in literary or general, common texts, translating fixed collocations
and terminology nonetheless requires a certain level of consistency, if nothing else for an
easier and faster post-editing process.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we addressed the lexical diversity of machine translations by applying
qualitative and quantitative methods. First, we found that automatic metrics determin-
ing lexical diversity on a global scale show diverging, occasionally contradicting results.
However, both metrics put human translations at the very bottom of the lexical diversity
ladder in the majority of cases, contrary to previous studies [6,11]. Secondly, looking at
particular cases of lexical diversity reveals two types of instability. Translations by auto-
matic systems are not always more or less diverse than the human translation; the diversity
differs case-by-case. Moreover, the diversity by neural translations, albeit quantitatively
substantial, cannot be compared to human lexical diversity and creativity. Those more
creative, inventively coined words are oftentimes inappropriate and illogical, acting but
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as amusing brainteasers to the logic behind them. Thus, machine translation faces two
difficult, seemingly contradictory issues. One is in their inherent overgeneralization with
the increase in frequency of more frequent words, resulting in the loss of lexical diversity,
and the other, visible for the less frequent words and expressions, in undergeneralization,
resulting in inconsistency, miscellaneous translations, and thus a “mock” lexical diversity,
in fact acting as a potential impediment in post-editing processes.

The limitations of this study include a focus on only one particular combination
of languages and translation direction, a focus on three specific genres, and the lack of
large-scale qualitative and human experiments. In further studies, we would opt for a
comparison between different directions of translation and include comparable translations
from Slovenian to English. To reliably evaluate lexical richness and creativity in translations,
we would also employ other lexical resources (synonym bases) and manual evaluation of
translations by a larger group of individuals. Additionally, the implications of our findings
(the overly diverse and inconsistent MTs) for post-editing can, of course, only be verified in
practice, for instance by conducting an experiment measuring the time and effort through
the number of edits, post-editing time, eye movements, fixations, etc.
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NMT Neural machine translation
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GNMT Google’s neural translation system
MNMT Microsoft’s neural translation system
IT Information technology
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LIT Literature
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MTLD Measure of textual lexical diversity
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